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The frequencies of vocal tract resonances estimated using whisper and creak phonations are
compared with those in normal phonation for subjects who produced pairs of these phonations in the
same vocal gesture. Peaks in the spectral envelope were used to measure the frequencies of the first
four resonances �R1–R4� for the non-periodic phonations, and broadband excitation at the mouth
was used to measure them with similar precision in normal phonation. For resonances R1–R4,
whispering raises the average resonant frequencies by 255 Hz with standard deviation 90 Hz,
115�105, 125�125, and 75�120 Hz, respectively. A simple one dimensional model of the vocal
tract is presented and used to show how an effective glottal area can be estimated from shifts in
resonance frequency measured during the same vocal gesture. Calculations suggest that the effective
glottal area thus defined increases to 40�30 mm2 during whispering. Creak phonation raised
significantly only the first and third resonant frequencies, by 45�50 and 65�120 Hz respectively.
It thus appears possible to use creak phonation to determine resonances with more precision than is
available from the spectral envelope of voiced speech, and this supports its use in teaching
resonance tuning to singers. © 2010 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3316288�

PACS number�s�: 43.70.Gr, 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk �CHS� Pages: 2590–2598
I. INTRODUCTION

The acoustic resonances �Ri� of the human vocal tract
are of interest for several reasons. When excited by various
mechanisms, these resonances give rise to peaks in the spec-
tral envelope of the output sound �e.g., Fant, 1970�. In
speech, the peaks in the spectral envelope with the two low-
est frequencies usually identify the vowels in Western lan-
guages and contribute to regional accents. Further, their
variation in time is important to the identification of many
consonants. The peaks in the spectral envelope that occur at
higher frequencies are important in determining the timbre
and identity of the voice �e.g., Fant, 1973; Clark et al.,
2007�.

The resonances are also important in music, for reasons
not directly related to phonetics �Wolfe et al., 2009�. Follow-
ing suggestions by Sundberg �Lindblom and Sundberg, 1971;
Sundberg, 1977�, it has been demonstrated that some singers
“tune” the lowest resonance to a frequency near the funda-
mental �f0� of the note sung �Joliveau et al., 2004a, 2004b�,
thereby obtaining extra output power for a given vocal effort.
Other singers have been shown to tune the first resonance to
the second harmonic �Henrich et al., 2007�. Furthermore, it
is proposed that these resonances can also influence the vi-
bratory behavior of the vocal folds �Titze 1988, 2004, 2008�.
Indeed it is possible that composers have aided the acoustics
of the soprano voice at high pitch when setting text to music
by appropriately matching sung pitch to resonance frequency
�Smith and Wolfe, 2009�. Vocal tract resonances also play an
important role in determining the timbre or pitch of wind
instruments, e.g., the didjeridu �Tarnopolsky et al., 2005,
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2006�, the saxophone �Chen et al., 2008�, and the clarinet
�Chen et al., 2009�. Indeed, experienced musicians have
been observed to play with the relatively small glottis �Mu-
kai, 1992� that would enhance vocal tract resonances.

The frequencies of the resonances may be estimated in a
number of ways. The spectral maxima in the output sound
will occur at frequencies close to those of the tract reso-
nances that produce them, so one method involves estimating
the resonances from the sound spectrum of speech or song.
In normal phonation, however, the tract is predominantly ex-
cited by periodic vibration of the vocal folds. Consequently,
the frequency domain is sampled at multiples of the funda-
mental frequency f0, so it is difficult to determine unambigu-
ously the frequencies of the resonances with a resolution
much finer than f0 /2. f0 is typically 100–300 Hz in conver-
sational speech, but may be considerably higher in singing
where the resolution is correspondingly much worse �Mon-
sen and Engebretson, 1983�. The estimation of resonance
frequencies from spectral peaks in normal phonation is fur-
ther complicated by the frequency dependence of the source
function at the glottis, which is in general unknown.

One possible method of improving the frequency reso-
lution involves vibrating the neck near the glottis using a
broadband mechanical source �Coffin, 1974; Sundberg,
1977; Pham Thi Ngoc and Badin, 1994�. This has the advan-
tage that it stimulates the tract from an area near the glottis,
but its disadvantages are that the transfer functions between
the mechanical signal and the acoustical signal at the glottis
are unknown, and that it involves perturbing the subjects.

A potentially more precise method of estimating the fre-
quencies of resonances of the tract during normal phonation
involves exciting it with a known, external, acoustic flow at
the mouth �Epps et al., 1997; Dowd et al., 1998�. A broad-

band source of acoustic flow and a microphone are posi-
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tioned at the subject’s lower lip. During normal phonation,
the microphone pressure signal is the sum of the widely
spaced harmonics of the periodic voice signal and the pres-
sure produced by the injected acoustic flow interacting with
the vocal tract and the radiation field. However, it has the
disadvantages that the tract is measured from the mouth
rather than the glottis, and it is measured in parallel with the
external radiation field.

Another method of estimating resonances involves ex-
citing the tract by a non-periodic vocal mechanism, thereby
producing a spectrum whose peaks may be determined with
greater precision than is possible for normal speech. Whis-
pered speech is produced by turbulent flow through a rela-
tively small, nearly constant aperture formed between the
vocal folds. In creak phonation, also called the creak voice,
vocal fry or mechanism 0, the vocal folds open in an aperi-
odic way �Hollien and Michel, 1968; Gobl, 1989�. Research-
ers in acoustic phonetics have used whisper or creak phona-
tion to obtain information about the resonances, with
potential relevance to normal speech. Another practical use
of creak phonation concerns the use of resonance tuning in
singing: Singers may use spectral analysis of their creak pho-
nation to learn to tune a resonance of the vocal tract �Miller
et al., 1997�.

The whisper and creak methods have a possible limita-
tion in that the different phonation types involve changes in
the geometry of the tract around the glottis. Further, even if
the geometry of the entire tract �glottis excepted� were fixed,
the frequencies of the resonances should vary due to differ-
ent average areas of the glottis. It is thus possible that the
resonance frequencies are different for the different modes of
phonation. Consequently, measurements of Ri made during
whisper or creak phonation might not be exactly comparable
with normal phonation.

Indeed, researchers have found that, on average, the
resonances of whispered speech usually occur at significantly
higher frequencies than those of normally phonated speech
�Kallail and Emanuel, 1984a, 1984b; Jovocic, 1998; Matsuda
and Kasuya, 1999�. In contrast, the resonances produced by
creak and normal phonations have been found to be similar
�e.g., Miller et al., 1997�, although Ladefoged et al. �1988�
and Ananthapadmanabha �1984� reported slight increases in
R1 during creak phonation and Moosmüller �2001� found
that, for women, R2 is slightly lowered in the creaky voice.

The above measurements are subject to the limitation
that, while the resonances associated with whispered speech
and creak phonations can be determined precisely from the
spectral peaks in the sound, this is not usually possible for
normal phonation, as explained above. Further, the studies
cited above all compare averages of the resonance frequen-
cies measured in separate vocalization gestures.

In the present study, using ten young Australian women
as subjects, the resolution of such studies is increased by
introducing two experimental improvements. The first is to
use acoustical excitation at the mouth to estimate the acous-
tical resonances of the vocal tract more precisely during nor-
mal phonation. The second is to compare them with esti-
mates of the resonances using whisper or creak phonation in

the same vocal gesture. Finally a simple mathematical model
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is developed to estimate the increase in effective glottal area
during these phonation modes. Some of the experimental re-
sults given have been briefly presented earlier �Swerdlin
et al., 2008�.

II. THEORY

A. Simple one dimensional model

In normal speech, the vocal tract is open at the lips and
alternately closed and slightly open at the glottis as the vocal
folds vibrate. In whispering, the glottis is permanently partly
open. Barney et al. �2007� used a mechanical model in ad-
dition to an equivalent circuit model and showed that in-
creased glottal opening raised the frequency of R1. One
might explain this qualitatively as follows: A closed glottis
produces a node in the acoustic flow. Provided that the sub-
glottal tract has no strong resonances at the frequencies of
interest, a slightly open glottis behaves approximately as an
inertance in the frequency range of interest and so reflects a
wave with phase changes in pressure and flow that are, re-
spectively, slightly greater than 0 and slightly less than 180°.
This displaces the node of acoustic flow toward the mouth,
raising the resonant frequency. Because of the inertia of the
air in the glottis, the effect decreases with increasing fre-
quency: At sufficiently high frequency, the air in the glottis
acts to “seal” the glottis and thus turns the slight opening into
a termination that is effectively closed. Hence one expects
that the increase in frequency will be greatest for the lowest
resonance.

A very simple one dimensional �1D� model is shown in
Fig. 1. To simplify the mathematical treatment, the vocal
tract is modeled as a simple cylinder of effective length LT

and radius rT. The radiation impedance at the lip opening is
incorporated by including an end correction in LT. The im-
pedance ZT looking from the junction of tract and glottal
region is given by

ZT = jZT0 tan�kLT� , �1�

where k=2�f /c, f denotes the frequency, and c denotes the
speed of sound. Wall losses will be neglected. The cross-
sectional area ST of the tract is given by ST=�rT

2. The char-
acteristic impedance ZT0 of the tract is given by ZT0=�c /ST,
where � is the density of air. The constricted region between
the vocal folds is also modeled as a simple cylinder of effec-
tive length LG and effective radius rG. Again, end effects are
incorporated in the effective length. The effective radius in-
cludes the open quotient and the influence of the subglottal

LT
LG

LS

2rT2rG 2rS lip opening

vocal tractepilarynx

vocal
folds

ZT

ZG

FIG. 1. A schematic �not to scale� indicating the simple 1D cylindrical
model of the vocal tract. Arrows indicate the planes corresponding to the
impedances ZG and ZT.
region via the glottis. Initially the epilaryngeal region is ne-
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glected. The impedance ZG seen from the glottis through the
constricted vocal folds would then be given by

ZG = ZG0
ZT cos�kLG� + jZG0 sin�kLG�
ZG0 cos�kLG� + jZT sin�kLG�

, �2�

where the characteristic impedance of the vocal fold con-
striction is given by ZG0=�c /SG and the glottal cross-
sectional area is given by SG=�rG

2. The frequency of the nth
minimum is determined primarily by the ZT terms and will
occur when kLT�n�. For the situation considered here LG

�LT. Then kLG�1 for small n and consequently sin�kLG�
�kLG and cos�kLG��1. Equation �2� then simplifies to

ZG � jZG0
ZT0 tan�kLT� + ZG0kLG

ZG0 − ZT0 tan�kLT�kLG
. �3�

ZG will exhibit minima when

ZT0 tan�kLT� = − ZG0kLG. �4�

After the substitution x=kLT, Eq. �4� can be written in the
form

tan x = − Qminx , �5�

where

Qmin = �rT
2/rG

2��LG/LT� . �6�

Similarly ZG will exhibit maxima when

tan x = Qmax/x , �7�

where

Qmax = �rT
2/rG

2��LT/LG� = Qmin�LT
2/LG

2� . �8�

These transcendental equations determine x, and thus the
frequencies fmin and fmax at which the extrema occur in ZG.
The tan function is periodic, and Eqs. �5� and �7� will thus
exhibit multiple solutions that correspond to the various
resonances of the system—see Fig. 2. The minima in ZG will
correspond to maxima in the transfer function between the
glottis and the mouth, and will consequently be associated
with peaks in the spectral envelope of the output sound.

A new value of Qmin can thus be calculated from a
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FIG. 2. A semi-logarithmic plot of the dependence of the frequencies fmin

and fmax on the parameter Qmin �=�rT
2 /rG

2��LG /LT��. The frequencies fmin

and fmax are those where minima and maxima, respectively, will occur in ZG,
the impedance looking out from the vocal folds toward the lip opening.
Curves were calculated by solving Eq. �5� or Eq. �7�, and assuming that
LT=200 mm.
change in the resonance frequency. Qmin depends on the rela-
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tive areas and lengths of the glottis and vocal tract �see Eq.
�6��. Small values of Qmin correspond to a glottis whose area
is a larger fraction of the vocal tract area and/or whose ef-
fective length is a smaller fraction of the vocal tract length.
For very small values of Qmin, corresponding to a cylinder
that was ideally open at the glottis, the maxima and minima
would be evenly distributed with frequency at the expected
harmonic frequencies. If Qmin increases due to a decrease in
glottal effective area, the frequency fmin decreases and even-
tually becomes very similar to fmax for large values of Qmin

�Fig. 2�.
An increase in the effective glottal area from its low

value in normal speech will thus cause an increase in the
resonance frequencies. The value of Qmin at which a given
shift in fmin occurs moves to lower values of Qmin as the
order of the resonance increases—see Fig. 3. This figure also
shows that the frequency shift due to a decrease in Qmin

associated with a small glottis is predicted to become smaller
as the order of the resonance increases. Similarly a decrease
in the effective glottal length will cause an increase in the
resonance frequencies.

The effect of changes in the geometry of the epilaryn-
geal region can now be included in the mathematical treat-
ment using the same approach and approximations as that
used above. Qmin and Qmax can then be replaced with Q�min
and Q�max and are given by

Q�min

rT
2

LT
� LG

rG
2 +

LS

rS
2� , �9�

Q�max = rT
2�LS

LT

1

rS
2 +

LT

LG

1

rG
2� , �10�

where the epilaryngeal region has an effective length LS and
radius rS. In general the second term in Eq. �9� will be less
important. However, Eq. �9� does predict that a decrease in rS

�while other parameters remain constant� will increase Q�min
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FIG. 3. A semi-logarithmic plot of the shift in resonance frequency from its
value with a closed glottis as a function of the parameter Qmin �=�rT

2 /rG
2�

��LG /LT��. n indicates the order of the resonance Rn. Curves were calcu-
lated by solving Eq. �5� and assuming that LT=200 mm.
and thus decrease the resonance frequencies.
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. The subjects

Ten Australian women, aged between 20 and 30 years,
volunteered to participate. All were native speakers of Aus-
tralian English, were judged to have similar Australian ac-
cents, and none reported or showed evidence of speech prob-
lems or abnormalities. Nine had lived in Australia for all
their lives, and the other for half her life. Each subject was
given a brief explanation of the University’s ethics policy,
signed a consent form, and was then given a lesson �typically
3 min� on how to produce creak phonation. The instruction
“Hum your lowest note and then go lower” began the in-
struction, and the experimenter gave demonstrations and
feedback. One subject was not able to produce the creak
voice reliably and consequently only her results for the whis-
per were recorded.

Women were chosen as subjects because their higher
fundamental frequency generally improves the precision of
resonance estimates using external broadband excitation.
This is because it is then easier to separate the speech signal
from the response to the broadband signal. This is the oppo-
site result to methods that use the speech signal alone, where
the precision decreases with increasing fundamental fre-
quency.

B. Resonance frequencies in different phonation
modes

The technique reported by Epps et al. �1997� and Dowd
et al. �1998� was used to estimate the vocal tract resonances
using broadband external excitation. The excitation signal
was synthesized from harmonics of a signal with a frequency
of 5.383 Hz �i.e., 44 100 Hz /213�. The harmonics that fell
between 200 Hz and 4.5 kHz were summed, with relative
phases chosen to improve the signal to noise ratio �Smith,
1995�. This signal was amplified and delivered to an en-
closed loudspeaker �150 mm diameter�, which was attached
to an exponential horn of 600 mm length and coupled to a
flexible tube �300 mm length with inner radius 6 mm�, and
which contained acoustic fiber to reduce resonances—see
Fig. 4. This source of acoustic flow was placed at the sub-
ject’s lower lip. Next to the source, a small electret micro-
phone �Optimus 33-3013� recorded both the sound of the
voice, and the sound of the acoustic source interacting with
the subject’s vocal tract and the radiation field.

In an initial calibration stage, a measurement is made
with the subject’s mouth closed, i.e., when the measurement
device is effectively loaded only by the impedance of the
radiation field Zrad at the lips and baffled by the subject’s
face. The relative amplitude of harmonics in the synthesized
signal is then adjusted so that the measured pressure signal at
the lips is independent of frequency. Measurements are then
made during vocalization with the mouth open. The imped-
ance measured is then Z�, the impedance of the vocal tract
Ztract, in parallel with Zrad. The variable �, the ratio of the
pressure measured during vocalization to that measured with

the mouth closed, in response to the same acoustic flow, is
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then calculated. Because the output impedance of the acous-
tic flow source is large, this ratio equals the ratio of the
impedances in the two cases; i.e.,

� = Z�/Zrad = Ztract/�Ztract + Zrad� . �11�

At resonance, the imaginary components of Ztract and
Zrad are equal and opposite, so the denominator is very small
and maxima in � identify resonances. The relationship be-
tween maxima in the transfer functions from glottis to exter-
nal radiation field and maxima in the impedance measured
just outside the lips is complicated, but they generally agree
for our experimental conditions �Smith et al., 2007�. Experi-
ments with simple physical models of the vocal tract suggest
that a resolution around �20 Hz is possible.

For whisper and creak phonations, the power spectra
were calculated using a window of 8192 points and a sam-
pling rate of 44.1 kHz, and edited and displayed using the
program AUDACITY �http://audacity.sourceforge.net�. Reso-
nance frequencies were estimated visually from the maxima
in the spectral envelope. Examples are shown in Fig. 5.

C. The experimental sessions

The sessions were conducted in a “quiet room” inside
the acoustics department. It was designed specifically for

microphone

exponential
horn

flexible tube

speaker

acoustic
fibre

FIG. 4. Schematic �not to scale� showing how an external broadband signal
is used to estimate the resonance frequencies of the vocal tract. The vocal
tract is measured in parallel with the external radiation field. The micro-
phone �8 mm diameter� is located immediately adjacent to the source of
acoustic flow. It thus measures not only the sound produced by the subject,
but also the response to the broadband signal interacting with the vocal tract.
Initial calibration measurements are made with the subject’s mouth closed.
acoustic experiments. The walls and ceiling are treated to
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reduce external sounds by around 30 dB and surfaces treated
to reduce reverberation. Background noise was always below
35 dBA.

Subjects were asked to produce one of five vowels, be-
ing those in the English words “head” �ε�, “hard” �Ä�,
“who’d” �u�, “hoard” �Å�, and “heard” �/�. The desired vowel
was indicated to the subject by showing one of these words
on a card.

The estimated values of resonance frequencies for a par-
ticular vowel are not important to the primary aim, which is
to determine, for a given vowel gesture, the differences
among the frequencies of the resonances during normal pho-
nation, creak phonation, and whisper phonation. The context
of the vowel was completely artificial: Subjects produced a
particular vocal tract articulation and held it constant for sev-
eral seconds. This would be a limitation in a study of accent,
but here it is not a disadvantage. Rather, it allows the subject
to concentrate on using the same articulation for each mecha-
nism.

Each example of each vowel was produced in the order
normal-whisper-normal-whisper or normal-creak-normal-
creak. Subjects were asked to take a deep breath and, in a
single gesture, to produce about 2.5 s of each of the four
phonations without changing the position of tongue and
mouth—see Fig. 6. During the second normal phonation, the
vocal tract resonances were measured by broadband excita-
tion. The whole gesture was digitally recorded and a 2 s
sample of each of the whisper or creak segments was subse-
quently analyzed.

All subjects were able to perform this procedure com-
fortably. None reported being perturbed by the broadband
signal, which had a sound level of about 70 dBA at the
subject’s ears, or by having the flexible tube touch their
lower lip.

Once the resonances of each of the five vowels had been
measured using both whisper and creak phonations, the se-
quence of measurements was repeated twice, giving a total of
30 vocal gestures for each subject. Our method involving
external broadband excitation means that the impedance of
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FIG. 5. Examples of measurements showing the spectra measured for the
vowel in heard using whisper phonation �top� and creak phonation �bottom�.
the tract is measured in parallel with the external radiation
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field and consequently a weak tract resonance may not al-
ways be capable of resolution at low frequencies. It was also
occasionally difficult to identify a particular resonance from
the recorded sound in whisper and creak phonations. Both
problems reduced the number of samples available for analy-
sis.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Phonetic values

The average values of the first four resonances R1–R4
for the normal voice are given in Table I. They agree with
those given by Donaldson et al. �2003� for young Australian
women. Because the vowels studied were sustained, they are
not necessarily the same as ordinary spoken vowels. How-

normal
phonation

whisper
phonation

normal
phonation

whisper
phonation

external
broadband

normal
phonation

creak
phonation

normal
phonation

creak
phonation

external
broadband

start finish

start finish

FIG. 6. Schematic showing the sequences used to compare whisper or creak
phonation with normal phonation in a single vocal gesture.

TABLE I. The measured resonant behavior of the tract for the ten subjects
during normal, whisper, and creak phonations. Data in this and subsequent
tables are presented as mean�standard deviation �number of samples�.

Vowel
R1

�Hz�
R2

�Hz�
R3

�Hz�
R4

�Hz�

Normal phonation
Head 605�55 �53� 1860�133 �52� 2800�220 �55� 3960�345 �52�
Hard 780�95 �41� 1370�45 �53� 2895�130 �48� 3950�150 �53�
Who’d 435�70 �50� 1480�355 �53� 2695�95 �35� 3755�200 �37�
Hoard 590�60 �55� 1135�80 �55� 2910�100 �45� 3865�215 �55�
Heard 625�60 �52� 1555�100 �54� 2810�65 �48� 3910�330 �53�

Whisper phonation
Head 875�55 �50� 1960�235 �50� 2915�260 �52� 4015�365 �51�
Hard 1010�60 �55� 1520�120 �48� 2990�120 �54� 4000�130 �50�
Who’d 755�230 �19� 1655�395 �49� 2840�120 �45� 3905�150 �42�
Hoard 885�80 �41� 1200�65 �51� 3035�190 �54� 3930�205 �56�
Heard 870�60 �52� 1700�105 �58� 2905�180 �54� 3945�355 �56�

Creak phonation
Head 665�65 �52� 1890�140 �51� 2870�105 �51� 4040�190 �43�
Hard 800�60 �50� 1365�70 �50� 2975�113 �50� 3965�185 �48�
Who’d 480�55 �50� 1440�325 �49� 2750�145 �50� 3800�250 �48�
Hoard 640�70 �52� 1126�80 �52� 3000�145 �52� 3845�220 �50�
Heard 665�75 �51� 1550�120 �51� 2850�100 �52� 3925�240 �51�
Swerdlin et al.: Vocal tract resonances and phonation mechanism



ever, this study is concerned with how the values of Ri de-
pend on the phonation mechanism, rather than their absolute
values.

The average values of the resonance frequencies R1–R4
for creak phonation given in Table I are similar to the aver-
age values for the normal voice. However, the average values
of R1–R4 for whisper phonation were always higher than
the average R1–R4 for the normal voice. The difference for
the first resonance between whisper and normal phonations
was large; when averaged across all vowels, the difference
was 270 Hz and the frequency ratio of whisper to normal
was 1.45. The effect was reduced for the second resonance;
the difference being 125 Hz and the ratio 1.09. These values
are similar to those found by Jovocic �1998� for Serbian
vowels, with the exception of /u/ where Jovocic �1998�
found that the resonance frequencies decreased significantly
during whispering. Although the average values of R3 and
R4 for whispering were always slightly higher than those for
the normal voice, the differences are not often substantially
larger than the experimental uncertainties.

These differences between the average values of the
resonance frequency for whispered and normal phonations
are either similar �Jovocic, 1998� or somewhat larger than
some reported previously �Kallail and Emanuel 1984a,
1984b; Matsuda and Kasuya, 1999�, and also show a similar
decrease for higher resonances. Where comparison is pos-
sible, the absolute values for the increase in R1–R3 with
whispering are consistent with an earlier study on female
subjects �Kallail and Emanuel, 1984a�, except that a consid-
erably higher value for the shift in R1 in who’d using whis-
per phonation was found. However, the difference might be
partly because Kallail and Emanuel rejected over 30% of
their samples because of incorrect identification by a listen-
ing panel, whereas this project is primarily concerned with
acoustical rather than perceptual aspects.

B. Stability of vocal tract configuration

Sensitive comparisons between the tract resonances in
the different phonation modes can be made using data mea-
sured during the same vocal gesture. Consequently, it is im-
portant to confirm first that the tract remained effectively in
the same configuration during each sequence. Table II shows
the average differences between pairs of resonance frequen-
cies estimated “before” and “after” the period of whispering
in the same vocal gesture. Some differences were negative
and some positive. A paired t-test was applied to these pairs
of data to determine whether there was a statistically signifi-
cant difference between the before and after measurements.
Of the values in the table, two values �R2 for head and
who’d� are significantly different from zero at the 5% level,
which is a little more than one would expect in 20 tests. �R2
for these two vowels was also significantly different for
creak phonation.� It is therefore possible that there is a slight
non-random variation in the value of R2 �by tens of hertz or
a few percent� between the initial and final whispers in each

sequence. The very good reproducibility for whispering is
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perhaps because subjects would be experienced in occasion-
ally making transitions between whispered and normal
speech in various conversations.

Table II also shows the changes between pairs of reso-
nance frequencies for creak phonation made during the same
vocal gesture. Here there are larger differences, again with
both positive and negative signs, and an increased number
are significantly different at the 5% level. This is perhaps a
consequence of the subjects being less familiar with creak
phonation than whisper phonation. The differences are still
relatively small, of the order of 10 Hz for R1, which is
around the limit of resolution of the resonance estimates.

Are the resonances for normal speech different in our
sequences when immediately preceded by whisper or creak
phonation in the same vocal gesture? This was tested for
each subject and vowel by comparing the average values of
Ri measured for the normal speech in each sequence involv-
ing whispering with those involving creak phonation—see
Table III. The differences in Ri associated with an interven-
ing segment of whispering vs creak phonation are not sig-
nificant. When averaged over all resonances, the difference
was only 0.3�7.3% �168�: The effect of context was small.

TABLE II. The stability of vocal gestures. The table presents the average
difference between the pairs of resonance frequencies �for either whisper or
creak phonation� that were measured immediately before and after each
normal phonation within each sustained vocal gesture. The symbol * indi-
cates that the difference was significant at the 5% level or lower as indicated
by a paired t-test.

Vowel
�R1
�Hz�

�R2
�Hz�

�R3
�Hz�

�R4
�Hz�

Whisper phonation
Head −5�40 �23� 60�85 �23�* 20�75 �24� −20�75 �25�
Hard 0�25 �27� −10�80 �23� −10�80 �25� −5�75 �22�
Who’d −5�15 �8� 85�235 �24�* −15�95 �22� 10�125 �20�
Hoard −5�35 �19� −15�40 �25� 5�100 �25� −25�85 �27�
Heard −5�45 �25� 20�75 �29� 20�70 �27� 5�75 �27�

All vowels 0�35 �102� 30�125 �124�* 5�85 �123� −10�85 �121�

Creak phonation
Head −10�20 �26�* 60�55 �25�* 25�60 �25�* 20�70 �19�
Hard 0�15 �25� 10�30 �25�* 30�70 �25�* −10�70 �23�
Who’d −10�35 �25� 55�55 �24�* −30�70 �25�* −20�80 �24�
Hoard −10�20 �26�* −10�40 �26� 15�75 �26� 0�75 �25�
Heard −5�25 �25� 0�60 �25� −5�70 �26� −15�60 �25�

All vowels −5�25 �127�* 25�55 �125�* 5�70 �127� −5�70 �116�

TABLE III. The influence of the immediately preceding phonation mode on
normal phonation. The table presents the fractional difference in average
resonance frequency measured during normal phonations immediately be-
fore and after a whisper vs a creak phonation for a particular subject/vowel
combination. Data were normalized by dividing by the average resonance
frequency for that subject/vowel combination.

�R1 /R1 �R2 /R2 �R3 /R3 �R4 /R4

0.011�0.094 �44� 0.012�0.050 �45� −0.002�0.06 �39� 0.010�0.072 �40�
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C. Resonance shifts due to whispering

Comparison between the average values for resonance
frequencies measured during whispering and the average val-
ues measured during normal phonation �Table I� shows that
R1 for whispering is distinctly higher than R1 for normal
speech for all vowels. However, it is not immediately appar-
ent that the other Ri are significantly higher during whisper-
ing. It is now possible to make use of the facts that pairs of
estimates of the resonance frequencies for both normal and
whispered phonations were made during the same vocal ges-
ture, and that Table II indicates that the only properties of the
tract that changed significantly over time during a vocal ges-
ture were those associated with the change in phonation. The
resonance frequencies for whispering in each individual ges-
ture are taken to be the average of the values measured im-
mediately before and immediately after each normal phona-

TABLE IV. The estimated difference �R1 in the first resonance frequency
of the ten different subjects when changing from normal to whispered pho-
nation, or from normal to creak phonation, measured in the same vocal
gesture. Results from the five vowels studied have been combined. Subject
No. 10 was not able to produce a satisfactory creak phonation.

Subject

�R1
�Hz�

Normal to whisper Normal to creak

1 255�75 �12� 75�50 �14�
2 185�45 �9� 10�20 �15�
3 235�130 �5� 35�45 �13�
4 260�65 �9� 85�30 �14�
5 235�85 �7� 25�30 �15�
6 215�60 �13� 55�35 �13�
7 290�70 �12� 50�45 �15�
8 235�90 �4� 25�70 �10�
9 360�135 �12� 50�50 �12�
10 245�25 �9� ¯

TABLE V. The average differences �R in resonanc
creak and normal phonations, measured in the same
was significant at the 5% level as indicated by a pai

Vowel
�R1
�Hz�

�R2
�Hz

Whispe
Head 255�65 �21�* 140�95
Hard 220�75 �20�* 155�100
Who’d 330�190 �8�* 55�140
Hoard 280�80 �19�* 70�55 �
Heard 250�70 �24�* 150�65

All vowels 255�90 �92�* 115�105

Creak
Head 60�45 �26�* 35�80 �
Hard 40�55 �21�* −5�50
Who’d 45�40 �24�* 20�40 �
Hoard 40�45 �26�* −15�50
Heard 35�50 �24�* 10�70

All vowels 45�50 �121�* 10�60
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tion in that gesture. The value of R1 measured during
whispering was always found to be higher than the value of
R1 measured during normal phonation in each individual vo-
cal gesture; this was true for all subjects and vowels
studied—see Table IV. The situation was similar for R2 with
the value for whisper being higher than that for normal pho-
nation for 115 of the 119 vocal gestures studied. R3 was
higher for whisper than normal phonation in 94 of the 109
gestures, and R4 was higher for whisper in 88 of 118 ges-
tures.

Table V shows the average values of the difference be-
tween pairs of values of the resonance frequency measured
during whispering and during normal phonation, when mea-
sured during the same vocal gesture. It can be seen that all
the resonance frequencies of the tract are significantly higher
during whispering, and that the difference usually decreased
for the higher resonances.

When averaged across subjects, the differences are al-
ways positive and always statistically significant at the 5%
level for all vowels and all resonances, according to paired
t-tests. Further, the magnitude of the difference decreases
with the order of the resonance as predicted by Eq. �5�—see
Fig. 3. �Shifts due to creak phonation are discussed later.�

D. Effective glottal dimensions during whispering

The estimated resonance frequencies for normal and
whispered speech measured during the same vocal gesture
can be used to estimate changes in glottal dimensions. For
example, rGW, the effective glottal radius during whispering,
can be estimated. In the absence of appropriate information,
the calculation presented here first assumes that the effective
glottal length remains unaltered. Equations �5� and �6� can be
rearranged to allow calculation of the effective length of the

uency between whisper and normal phonations, or
gesture. The symbol * indicates that the difference

test.

�R3
�Hz�

�R4
�Hz�

nation
145�130 �24�* 105�135 �25�*

* 120�165 �22�* 45�90 �22�*
120�105 �18�* 125�150 �17�*
115�115 �20�* 45�115 �27�*
110�95 �25�* 75�95 �27�*

* 125�125 �109�* 75�120 �118�*

ation
40�95 �25�* 20�85 �19�
60�155 �23�* 25�105 �22�

−60�145 �16�* 25�170 �18�
90�105 �22�* 10�110 �25�
70�90 �23�* −10�85 �24�

65�120 �109�* 15�110 �108�
e freq
vocal
red t-

�

r pho
�20�*
�23�
�23�*
25�*
�28�*

�119�

phon
25�*
�24�
24�*
�26�

�25�

�124�
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vocal tract �not including the glottis� in normal speech from
the measured resonance frequency. Thus for the nth reso-
nance of the tract

LT = tan−1�− kNrT
2LG/rGN

2�/kN, �12�

where kN=2�fN /c and fN is the nth resonance frequency
measured in normal speech. This requires that values have to
be assumed for rT, LG, and also rGN, the effective glottal
radius in normal speech. Providing that LT does not change
during the transition to and from whispering, then

rGW = �− kWrT
2LG/tan�kWLT��1/2, �13�

where kW=2�fW /c and fW is the nth resonance frequency
measured during whispering.

Thus, if estimates are available for the lowest resonance
frequency in two different phonation modes, assumption of
the geometry in one mode allows an estimate of the effective
glottal area in the other mode. This estimation, based on the
simple cylindrical model described above, also assumes that
the rest of the tract geometry remains unchanged. Certainly,
different vowels will produce different values of rT for the
upper vocal tract; however, the simple model is primarily
concerned with the transition from glottis to the lower vocal
tract, where rT does not vary substantially from vowel to
vowel.

Figure 7 presents the values of rGW calculated from the
measured values of R1 during a single vocal gesture using
Eqs. �12� and �13�. With one exception, the values were con-
sistent across all ten subjects. The data for this one subject
�subject 9—second from the right� were atypical �see Table
IV� and were not used in further calculations of glottal ra-
dius. Figure 7 also indicates that a similar range of values of
rGW was associated with each of the five vowels studied; the
average value being 3.4�1.1�79� mm. The increased glottal
opening is consistent with observations made via laryngeal
endoscopy �Matsuda and Kasuya, 1999�. The glottal area
during whispering was thus found to be 40�30�79� mm2, a
range that is consistent with directly measured glottal areas
�Sundberg et al., 2009�.

The calculated values of rGW will of course depend on
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FIG. 7. Values of rGW, the “effective” glottal radius during whispering for
different subjects and vowels. They were calculated using the resonance
frequencies for normal speech and whispering measured during individual
vocal gestures. Values were calculated using Eqs. �10� and �11�, assuming
that rT=15 mm and LG=3 mm. The effective glottal radius in normal
speech, rGN, was assumed =1 mm as �indicated by the dashed lines on the
figure�. Error bars indicate standard deviations.
the values assumed for rT, LG, and rGN. However, the values
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used for the calculations shown in Fig. 7 produce a value of
Qmin�4, where the dependence of frequency shift on Qmin

�and thus on the initial assumptions of rT, LG, and rGN� is
relatively small—see Fig. 3.

There is also evidence that the supra-glottal region is
constricted during whispering �Tsunoda et al., 1997; Mat-
suda and Kasuya, 1999�. The inclusion of such supra-glottal
narrowing would lead to a smaller estimated value for
rGW—see Eq. �9�.

The values shown in Fig. 7 assumed that the effective
length of the glottis remained unchanged during the transi-
tion to whispering. In practice, for most tract geometries, an
increase in rGW is likely also to increase the effective LG

because of an increase in the end effect associated with a
larger aperture. Thus a given change in frequency will be
associated with a greater change in rGW. To model this effect
properly would require a more detailed model of the glottal
geometry. However, an estimate may be obtained by continu-
ing the simple cylindrical model and incorporating an end
effect at the glottis/tract boundary by replacing LG with LG

+0.85rGN in Eq. �12� and LG+0.85rGW in Eq. �13�. This pro-
duces a quadratic equation in rGW.

LT = tan−1�− kNrT
2�LG + 0.85rGN�/rGN

2�/kN, �14�

tan�kWLT�rGW
2 + 0.85kWrT

2rGW + kWrT
2LG = 0. �15�

As expected, this approach yields an appreciable larger
value; rGW=6.3�3.5�79� mm. For geometries lacking cir-
cular symmetry, the influence of end effects is likely to be
smaller.

In terms of this very simplified model the measured in-
crease in estimated resonance frequency from normal phona-
tion to whispering is consistent with a plausible increase in
glottal aperture. The real anatomy is obviously much more
complicated, but changes of similar order would be ex-
pected.

E. Resonance shifts due to creak phonation

The average values for resonance frequencies measured
during creak phonation are slightly higher than the average
values measured during normal phonation for all vowels
�Table I�. However, the standard deviations in R1 are large.
The differences in the averages are smaller for the higher
resonances, while the standard deviations remain large.
However, it is again possible to examine pairs of resonances
for different phonation modes measured during the same vo-
cal gesture. �The resonance frequencies for creak phonation
in each individual gesture are taken to be the average of the
values measured immediately before and immediately after
each normal phonation in that vocal gesture.�

Table V shows that the average frequency shift from
normal phonation to creak is positive, small, and significant
for the first and third resonances, the exception being the
third resonance of who’d. The differences are usually not
significant for the second and fourth resonances. The values
of R1, R2, R3, and R4, measured during a single vocal ges-
ture, were found to increase from normal to creak phonation

in 84%, 59%, 81%, and 64%, respectively, of the gestures
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measured. The differences are generally positive, and this is
consistent with the results of Ladefoged et al. �1988� and
Ananthapadmanabha �1984�, and inconsistent with the
�small� decreases reported by Moosmüller �2001�. However,
these researchers used the peaks in the spectral envelope of
normal phonation to estimate the resonances, which implies
additional imprecision in the estimate of the resonance.

The observed average small increase in resonance fre-
quency can be associated with a decrease in Qmin during
glottal phonation, and this is consistent with a decrease in the
ratio of glottal length to glottal area.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The resonance frequencies for whispered phonation for
all subjects and vowels were found to be substantially higher
than for the normal voice measured during the same vocal
gesture, although the difference was greater than that found
by other investigators. The increases are largest for R1 and
decrease with increasing frequency. Calculations using a
simple cylindrical model of the vocal tract, and assuming
that the effective radius of the glottis is 1.0 mm for normal
speech, yield a reasonable value of 40�30 mm2 for the ef-
fective glottal area during whispering. The lowest resonance
frequencies of creak phonation were found to differ from
those of normal speech by an average of 45�50 Hz. This
difference will usually be smaller than half of the fundamen-
tal frequency f0, and then creak phonation might determine
resonances with more precision than is available from the
peaks in the spectral envelope of voiced speech, and be use-
ful in teaching resonance tuning to singers �Miller et al.,
1997�.
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